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Introduction

"This is a story of appalling standards of care and chaotic systems for looking after patients" Sir Ian Kennedy, Chair, Healthcare Commission.

I can only agree. To have poor care throughout the entire emergency care service as occurred at Stafford hospital within the Mid Staffordshire Trust is wholly unacceptable and uncommon. For it to be undetected by any other NHS organisation is disturbing. To have no individual clinicians systematically raising concerns is also uncommon and to me hugely disappointing.

Like my colleague Professor Sir George Alberti, I bring to this review over forty years of being a doctor with a deeply held conviction that clinical leaders supported by good NHS management and systems need to ensure that standards are maintained and such poor care never occurs again. The events of Mid Staffordshire Trust have disturbed us all. All NHS services are important but there can be no better way to judge a health system than how we respond when a patient's need is urgent. It is at that time that all of us feel the most vulnerable and powerless and where the NHS in Stafford particularly failed its patients. What has particularly shocked and disappointed me is that no NHS organisations, staff or representatives of the public reported any serious concerns about emergency services in the hospital. Yet patient complaints and patient surveys all pointed to poor care.

I am proud and passionate to be part of the NHS. It is one of the most just and fair health systems in the world, so when it fails, we need to learn lessons and to do so with determination to make rapid improvements. My report, alongside the report by Professor Sir George Alberti which specifically considers the emergency care issues at Mid Staffordshire NHS Foundation Trust, addresses the wider circumstances of this failure and makes recommendations to ensure that there is no reoccurrence of such failures locally or in the rest of the NHS.

Following the Healthcare Commission’s independent report and other respective reviews, there are some key lessons specifically for Mid Staffordshire NHS Foundation Trust. My report seeks to look beyond the hospital and make recommendations directed towards the other relevant organisations that also act to safeguard the quality of care for our patients and populations.

The main responsibility for the failures that have occurred in this case rests with the management board and the staff, including the clinicians, of Mid Staffordshire NHS Foundation Trust. However other organisations, including the PCT as the local leader of the NHS and the commissioner of services, and the local SHA with responsibility for oversight and management of the health system, also have lessons to learn and improvements to take forward. A key lesson is that all organisations should be focused on prioritising high quality patient care as judged by outcomes, and whilst process targets are very helpful on the journey, they must not become a distraction from the bigger picture.

My report balances an analysis of what has happened with a look forward to what we can do to prevent the same issues happening again locally but also to provide advice to the rest of the NHS to ensure such failure of care does not happen elsewhere. Passion, conviction and fine words are of little value if the implementation of recommendations by the NHS does not take place.
My report has no quasi-judicial status and throughout my visits and discussions, I sought to ask non-judgemental questions with no intention of apportioning individual blame. In response, I found individuals willing and open to discussing issues with honesty, and for that I am very grateful. I wish to acknowledge the many people who gave their time to help me in my review including many of those who are seeking to learn lessons and implement recommendations to ensure that care for the people of South Staffordshire is improved in the light of the issues that have arisen.

David Colin-Thomé
National Director for Primary Care
Executive summary

This review focuses on the South Staffordshire healthcare system in the period preceding the independent Healthcare Commission investigation, between 2002 and 2007. It provides an analysis of the issues that have now come to light, and makes recommendations to ensure that these issues do not occur in future either locally or nationally.

Within the local reporting systems employed by the NHS between 2002 and 2007, no concerns about the hospital trust came to light. On balance, there is nothing within the Healthcare Commission Report to suggest that the Primary Care Trust (PCT), West Midlands Strategic Health Authority (SHA) and their predecessors contributed to the problems at Mid Staffordshire NHS Foundation Trust or missed signs in the nationally recognised approaches to managing performance which operated in the NHS at that time. My review has confirmed that while the national approaches were being followed, local signs were missed.

On reflection, and with the benefit of hindsight, there are lessons to be learned from that time. A central theme of the failures at Mid Staffordshire hospital trust appears to be an over reliance on process measures, targets and striving for Foundation Trust status at the expense of an overarching focus on providing quality services for patients. Targets and process measures have their place, but they must be considered as a set of tools for improving the quality of care provided.

Use of data and local information

Both the SHA and PCT state that they first detected problems in patient care from the 2007 Hospital Standardised Mortality Rate (HSMR) data. HSMR data has featured prominently in the Mid Staffordshire investigation and prompted much ill informed speculation and comment as to suppose excess deaths at the hospital.

HSMR data is not a measure accurate enough to be used as an absolute indicator of quality and safety, but like all indicators, it is one measure, and can indicate a problem. No one data source is sufficient to provide the full picture of an organisation, and triangulation of data is key. National data sources are relevant and helpful, but there must not be over reliance on these sources, as local intelligence should supplement these to provide a broader range of information.

The culture and narrow focus of the performance management system at that time may have been a limiting factor. Broadening the approach to performance management to ensure that views from patients, relatives and staff take equal place with the existing data on delivery of national and local priorities will ensure that performance improves and organisational and system health can be assured.

Although the main responsibility for such poor patient care clearly rests with the hospital staff and its board of management, including the professional responsibility of clinicians for the care of individuals, the PCTs and SHAs also had a role to play.
The Mid Staffordshire hospital trust demonstrated a closed culture with a lack of sharing of data and information that allowed poor care to continue undetected. However, locally the PCTs and SHAs did not seek out data to ensure quality of outcomes, either in their roles as commissioner, performance manager or with responsibility for oversight of the local health system. It is of concern for instance that reporting to the hospital trust board on patient complaints was suspended in 2003 until 2006, but the PCTs of the time were not aware of this and therefore did not provide a challenge. The culture of providing poor quality care was therefore allowed to continue for a period of time unrecognised. This was not acceptable and my report makes recommendations to take forward improvements.

Since 2006, and even more so since the start of the Healthcare Commission investigation, the current PCT has taken a necessary hands-on role working with the hospital trust. I do not want to recommend that today’s NHS commissioners micro manage every detail of how providers deliver care, but I will set out the need for a greater awareness and responsibility for safeguarding quality of services. This is particularly relevant where the provider has a closed culture of data sharing.

Governance and accountability

A number of organisations have been the subject of investigation and review in the Mid Staffordshire case, including the hospital trust, the PCTs, SHAs and regulators. There are lessons to be learnt by all of these organisations, but there are also lessons for the wider system.

A key lesson has been about the need for clarity of role and responsibility to ensure that each organisation understands where it fits and what accountability it has. This was not clear in Mid Staffordshire and there were cases of issues falling between organisations.

Another key factor in the failure to act on poor quality of care was lack of continuity and handover between organisations when reconfigurations and staff changes took place. But hindsight suggests that despite the time involved in establishing the new organisations and the loss of corporate memory, the reconfigurations and merging of the three SHAs and the four PCTs in South Staffordshire has been effective in pooling expertise in the area and strengthening the management of the health system.

The role of the PCT as commissioner, performance manager and guardian of high quality care for their local populations remains unchanged when hospitals become Foundation Trusts. There are for instance several reports of Foundation Trusts making themselves somewhat inaccessible to their commissioners. This is unacceptable, as Foundation Trusts are part of the NHS and must always act accordingly as true partners in an accountable service.
Patient and public involvement

Patient feedback is essential for a responsive service. There are many ways that acute trusts, PCTs and SHAs can listen to and act on feedback from their local patients and populations. Hard data sources include surveys, complaints processes reports and recommendations from Local Involvement Networks (LINks), the Healthcare Commission/Care Quality Commission annual health check, and incident review, but trusts also need to be able to look at ‘soft’ intelligence to see if there are concerns that are being missed or are taking too long to be identified. In the case of Mid Staffordshire hospital, the trust, PCTs past and present and SHAs past and present do not appear to have taken notice of signs that were present in the survey data and in complaints that indicated poor patient care.

I feel very strongly that a lack of good patient engagement is the key to why Mid Staffordshire hospital trust continued to provide poor care for a protracted period of time. Every part of the health system, not only A&E services could have done more to hear patients’ concerns and to make changes in the system – clinicians, managers at the hospital trust, PCT, SHA and regulators – all need to take responsibility for this.

Patient empowerment is a theme throughout my review, and I hope my recommendations in relation to patient empowerment are taken to heart by the NHS. It appears to me that the services were designed around clinical and organisational needs rather than patients. This needs to change. Patients must be more involved in the design, delivery and quality assurance of their services.

Real patient and public power, information and choice are strong drivers for improving the NHS and making it a dynamic, responsive service rather than a service that gives patients the message that they should accept what they are given.

Clinical leadership

Effective, accountable clinical leadership at all levels of the NHS from where patients are treated and cared for right up to the board of an organisation, is another essential pre-requisite of a safe, high quality and effective service. In Mid Staffordshire hospital trust, this was lacking. It could also have been more effective in the PCTs and SHAs.

We need to make more use of General Practitioners’ as well as incidentally MPs’ and councillors’ feedback in future as they are the ‘eyes and ears’ of their communities. As a clinician myself, I feel very passionately that all clinicians must play a crucial role in protecting patients’ interests and leading on quality in the NHS, both in direct care of patients and at every management level through to senior board level roles.

My recommendations are directed locally but also to the whole of the NHS across England, as lessons learned from South Staffordshire should prevent failure to care and improve the health and care provided for patients and populations everywhere.
The recommendations cover four areas:

1. Involving patients and the public
2. Commissioning for outcomes supported by excellent use of appropriate data and information
3. Ensuring governance and clarity of accountability of all the different organisations in the system
4. Clinical leadership

Current health policy provides a solid platform for taking forward these recommendations. World class commissioning seeks to strengthen the role of PCTs as commissioners, holding them to account for commissioning for outcomes and taking responsibility for the health and care of their populations in a more rigorous and systematic manner. Professor Lord Darzi's report High Quality Care for All, focuses the health service on quality, placing it at the centre of patient care. The context is set, and my recommendations seek to accelerate improvements in South Staffordshire and across the whole of the NHS.
Terms of reference

In response to the Healthcare Commission’s findings, the Secretary of State for Health asked me to:

“…review the circumstances surrounding the Mid Staffordshire NHS Foundation Trust prior to the Healthcare Commission’s investigation to learn lessons about how the primary care trusts and the strategic health authority, within the commissioning and performance management systems that they operate, failed to expose what was happening in this hospital”.

My review seeks:

- To review the reasons why South Staffordshire PCT and West Midlands SHA did not become aware of and take action in relation to failings at Mid-Staffordshire NHS Foundation Trust in the time before the Healthcare Commission’s investigation (covering the period 2002 – 2007).

- To link closely with and complement the review being undertaken by Professor Sir George Alberti on emergency care procedures at the trust.

- To make recommendations on what commissioners, including both GPs and PCTs, and performance managers across England can learn from the case to be sure they are advocating effectively on patients’ behalf.

- To set out what steps commissioners should reasonably be expected to take in assessing the risks of services they purchase on behalf of their communities.
Analysis of events 2002-2007

This section seeks to provide an additional analysis of the issues in South Staffordshire to that undertaken independently by the Healthcare Commission, and focuses on the period between 2002 and 2007. I have gathered the evidence for this analysis from a series of visits and discussions with managers, clinicians and patients in South Staffordshire at the hospital trust, PCT, SHA, and from a review of key documents. Much of my analysis has been gathered verbally due to a lack of formally documented paperwork, a theme I will develop further in the report. My analysis does not seek to duplicate the independent Healthcare Commission investigation.

Summary timeline

This timeline sets the context for the narrative in this chapter. A more detailed timeline is at Annex A.

January 2002  Commission for Health Improvement (CHI) publishes clinical governance report on Mid Staffordshire hospital trust
July 2002  Hospital trust awarded 2 star rating by CHI
July 2003  Hospital trust awarded 3 star rating by CHI
July 2004  Hospital trust awarded 0 star rating by the Healthcare Commission
July 2005  Hospital trust awarded a 1 star rating by Healthcare Commission
July 2006  West Midlands SHA is formed
October 2006  South Staffordshire PCT is formed
October 2006  Mid Staffordshire hospital trust assessed as Fair-Fair in 2005/06 Healthcare Commission Annual Health Check
April 2007  Dr Foster’s Good Hospital Guide classifies Mid Staffordshire hospital trust as having high mortality rates.
Summer 2007  Healthcare Commission reviewed core standards at Mid Staffordshire hospital trust
October 2007  Mid Staffordshire hospital trust assessed as Good-Fair in 2006/07 Healthcare Commission Annual Health Check
February 2008  Mid Staffordshire formally awarded Foundation Trust status by Monitor
March 2008  Healthcare Commission launches a formal investigation into mortality rates at Mid Staffordshire NHS Foundation Trust.
October 2008  Healthcare Commission investigation phase completed
October 2008  Healthcare Commission provisionally rate the Trust Good-Good in their 2007/2008 Annual Health Check. The quality rating was later regraded to “weak”.

November 2008  Dr Foster’s 2008 Hospital Guide classifies Trust as having significantly higher than expected mortality rates.

March 2009  Chair and Chief Executive stand down. Interim Chair and Chief Executive take up posts.

17 March 2009  Healthcare Commission publish the report of their investigation

**Commission for Health Improvement Clinical Governance Review (2002)**

A Clinical Governance review by the Commission for Health Improvement (CHI) was undertaken in 2002. This led Mid Staffordshire hospital trust to put in place an action plan to address the issues raised including high numbers of emergency admissions, maintaining patients’ privacy and dignity, disseminating learning from the outcomes of complaints, the numbers of nurses and to develop an open and learning culture.

In 2002/3, CHI awarded the trust a three star rating, noting that the trust had a strong action plan in response to its review. Unfortunately, as I will set out throughout this review, it seems that some of the poor patient care in the hospital trust, particularly in emergency care, and the inadequate staffing, persisted.

Although the main responsibility for such poor patient care clearly rests with the hospital staff and its board of management, including the professional responsibility of clinicians for the care of individuals, there was also a commissioning, performance management and oversight role for the PCTs and SHAs.

**PCT and SHA activity (2002 to 2006)**

In the period before the reconfigurations of PCTs and SHAs in 2006, the PCT and SHA organisations with responsibility for commissioning and performance managing Mid Staffordshire hospital trust were smaller and had fewer human and financial resources per organisation than they do now. SHA managers from the period prior to 2006 told me that there were financial pressures in the local health system and not enough staff to provide detailed management of all the provider organisations. The SHA and PCT were not aware of any major problems or concerns at the hospital trust, and they considered that the regulator at the time, CHI was responsible for assuring quality of care.

Therefore, when CHI awarded the hospital trust a three star rating in 2002/03, the PCT endorsed more autonomy for the hospital trust. However, following a zero star rating the following year (2003/4), which was mainly due to poor performance on targets relating to access and waiting times, it was not clear that any robust action was taken by the then PCTs and SHAs with the hospital trust to improve their performance.

Alongside the warning of the zero star rating, there were other formal indications of issues at the hospital trust. It performed poorly in emergency department patient surveys of 2003/4 and 2004/05, and again in an inpatient survey in 2007. Medical and nursing staff numbers dropped in 2004, and managerial staff numbers dropped
in 2005 and 2006. Staff surveys did not show serious concerns before 2005, however in 2006 and 2007, there was a marked deterioration.

In 2005, the SHA performed diagnostic processes with all local hospital trusts to assess their readiness for foundation trust status. Some concerns were identified with Mid Staffordshire hospital trust, including poor relationships between managers and clinicians, but these were seen as relatively minor concerns.

It seems that during the period 2002 to 2006, likely in common with many other PCTs and SHAs, the focus of the local PCTs and SHAs was on finance. In the case of South Staffordshire, this was potentially at the expense of quality of care. The PCT with main responsibility for commissioning of care from Mid Staffordshire hospital trust, South West Staffordshire PCT, was in formal financial turnaround at the time. In response, staff cuts at the hospital trust were made to achieve financial savings without adequate assessment of the impact, either intended or unintended, on patient care. As CHI reported, this was in a hospital trust that was already understaffed.

Reporting to the hospital trust board on patient complaints was suspended in 2003 until 2006, but the PCT was not aware of this and therefore did not provide a challenge. The hospital trust itself was perceived as having a ‘closed’ culture, and were not open with sharing of information. PCT managers I have interviewed felt that whilst the role of the PCT had changed in recent years, at the time their boards felt they were not expected to take an active role in assuring high quality of care within their providers. This seems unacceptable to me and is an area where expectations have now changed considerably and PCTs have greater responsibility for performance management of the quality of care provided.

**Reconfiguration of the SHA**

West Midlands SHA was formed in July 2006 from Staffordshire and Shropshire, Birmingham and the Black Country and West Midlands South SHAs. For a few months, transitional arrangements were in place prior to the formal setting up of the new SHA. A temporary manager was appointed for each of the three outgoing SHAs areas and no major concerns about the trust were passed on to the transitional team nor did they arise during their short tenure.

**Reconfiguration of the PCT**

South Staffordshire PCT was formed in October 2006 from four PCTs (Burntwood, Lichfield and Tamworth, Cannock Chase, and East Staffordshire and South Western Staffordshire PCTs). As the Healthcare Commission investigation found, neither the new SHA or PCT were given any indication of poor patient care at the hospital trust during the transition to the new organisations. The only effective handover of information appears to have been on the financial health and human resourcing of the organisations.

Although knowledge transfer in relation to information about the quality of care at the hospital trust was weak, some actions were taken by the new PCT to learn from organisational memory during the transition. All four Chairs were appointed to a transition Board, and all four Professional Executive Committee (PEC) chairs (formally appointed clinical leads advising the PCT) were appointed to a transition PEC. A number of Non Executive Directors also transferred to the new organisations.
During this transition, no concerns about the hospital trust were raised. The Appointments Commission was involved in appointing Non Executive Directors and the SHA was involved in appointing board level Executives. Following the transition period these members were required to formally apply for jobs in the new organisation. Neither of the Chief Executives of South West Staffordshire and Cannock Chase PCTs, which had financial deficits at the time of the merger, were successful in securing posts in the new PCT. There was also a loss of a number of the Non Executives from the same PCTs. The reorganisation and the subsequent appointments process delayed the ability of the PCT to focus on their primary role of commissioning and managing health services for their population.

The newly formed PCT focused on addressing the financial problems of the two failing PCTs prior to the merger, which was achieved in part by selling assets rather than cutting PCT patient services. In relation to the hospital trust, the PCT focused on reconciling a situation where there were three contracts drawn up by the individual outgoing PCTs, resolving disputes, and tackling an issue of delayed clinical letters. The PCT Chief Executive began a programme of visits to GP practices in the area. The transition board, PEC board, nor GPs raised any issues about patient care in the hospital trust. It appears that the first indications to both the PCT and the SHA of any problems at the trust were in the 2007 Hospital Standard Mortality Rate (HMSR) data.

**Improvements have been made**

Since 2006, and even more so since the start of the Healthcare Commission investigation, the PCT has taken a hands-on role working with the hospital trust. This has included placing a GP service in A&E which has been effective in reducing numbers of patients with minor complaints waiting in A&E. However, there is still more scope to develop this service, and to more firmly focus on outcomes alongside process, as I will set out in my recommendations. The PCT have advised me that some patients with non major clinical conditions remained in the main A&E after triage staff judged that their condition did not meet the GP protocol. 126 patients breached the 4 hour standard in that period.

Other improvements have been made, including the start of regular clinical reviews with the PCT who have taken a strong lead in managing change at the hospital trust, which is appropriate in the short term given the serious concerns raised by the Healthcare Commission report. Hindsight suggests that despite the time involved in establishing the new organisations and the loss of corporate memory, the reconfigurations and merging of the three SHAs and the four PCTs in South Staffordshire has been effective in pooling expertise in the area and strengthening the management of the health system.

There have been improvements since 2006 in effective engagement with the hospital trust, although there is a great deal still to do and especially in all aspects of emergency care. The PCT has commissioned more services which has given the hospital trust considerably more resources to fund more staff but improvements now need to focus on the quality of care and in particular basic and general nursing care on the wards.
Conclusion

My review is not to apportion blame as NHS staff do not come to work to do harm. Nevertheless, there is a danger that they can work in a culture where poor quality care is not challenged and this must not occur.

Within the local reporting systems employed by the NHS between 2002 and 2007, no concerns about the hospital trust came to light. With hindsight and in undertaking this review, evidence of poor care has emerged that was not collated or challenged by the PCTs or SHAs at the time. In addition, the lay Public and Patient Involvement (PPI) forum was largely uncritical of the hospital. It is of concern that issues of poor care were able to go undetected.

I do not want to recommend that today’s commissioners micro manage every detail of how providers deliver care, but I will set out the need for a greater awareness and responsibility for safeguarding quality of services. This is particularly relevant where the provider has a closed culture of data sharing.

PCTs are the local leaders, funders and the commissioners of the NHS and in that role have overall responsibility for ensuring that health and care services are patient and population centred. World class commissioning makes this clear and since 2008, holds PCTs firmly to account for this responsibility through the Commissioning Assurance System.

The SHA role, has also recently been strengthened with an overall system management responsibility including all the providers (but not directly Foundation Trusts), and commissioners in their area.

Analysis of past events is vital to understanding why failures happened, and the review that I have undertaken has uncovered evidence that went undetected at the time. However, the focus must be on the future taking key lessons and making improvements. There is high public profile surrounding the issues at Mid Staffordshire NHS Foundation Trust, which has been entirely appropriate. My review seeks to acknowledge that more could and should have been done, and to make recommendations to take forward change.
Summary of recommendations

Involving patients and the public

1. Providers should put in place methods to capture and make use of patient feedback, including ‘real time’ data to pick up issues early. They should make this data available to their commissioners.

2. Through world class commissioning, particularly competency three of the Commissioning Assurance System, PCTs should be held to account for their responsibility for engaging patients and the public in design, delivery and quality assurance of health and care services, and for ensuring that the providers that they commission do likewise.

3. All health professionals who have contact with patients and the public must report concerns quickly. PCTs and providers should have systems in place for healthcare professionals to report concerns easily and quickly and should be held to account for the setting up of such systems.

4. Patients and the public should be provided with, and made more aware of, methods to support their engagement, particularly where they have concerns.

5. Monitor should consider how to support a strengthened role for governors of Foundation Trusts to work more closely with their PCT.

6. The Department of Health should review whether the new complaints procedure has improved the complaints process with particular consideration of its independence to act if local systems are not sufficient.

Commissioning for outcomes supported by excellent use of appropriate data and information

1. All organisations, and particularly PCTs as local leaders of the NHS and as commissioners should ensure that they are focusing on the broader picture of improving health outcomes rather than solely on interim process measures and be held to account for improving outcomes through the Commissioning Assurance System within world class commissioning.

2. All organisations, and particularly PCTs should ensure that they are not relying on national data alone, but should seek to supplement this with local and more granular data which can then be triangulated to give a more accurate representation of quality. Data from patients and the public must be a part of this data set.

3. Any evidence however early, ‘soft’ and informal that reveals consistent patient and public concern, must be investigated by the PCT.

4. PCTs should ensure that they increase their capability and capacity to review, interpret and use data, and they should be held to account for these competencies.

5. All organisations, and particularly PCTs should make use of benchmarking data to make comparisons to others. Regional Quality Observatories can effectively support these comparisons.

6. All patient safety and quality of patient care data collected by providers for presentation to their board should be made available in the public domain suitably anonymised, unless there are very special reasons for this not to occur. The PCT working with the SHA, or for Foundation Trusts, their regulator Monitor, should be privy to the reasons why anonymised performance information is not in the public domain. This will ensure that provider services are more transparent and accountable to patients and the public and that all organisations, and particularly commissioners, can triangulate as many sources of information as possible and will enable them to act intelligently where one data source, however flawed, might indicate a concern to be investigated.
Ensuring governance and clarity of accountability of all the different organisations in the system

1. PCTs as local leaders of the NHS must assume ultimate responsibility for commissioning safe services and improving the health of their patients and populations.
2. All hospital providers including foundation trusts must allow PCTs ready access to review their services.
3. SHAs are the regional headquarters of the NHS, and in that role must ensure that the whole healthcare system discharges its responsibilities, with a particular emphasis on the performance management of PCTs to ensure that they are taking forward their leadership role. The Commissioning Assurance System for world class commissioning provides a framework for taking this forward.
4. PCTs and SHAs must be more proactive in informing Monitor of any concerns prior to foundation trust application and not assume that the regulators will take responsibility for ensuring quality of care. The regulators must share data and early concerns to allow PCTs and SHAs to take action.
5. The Department of Health should describe how the roles of PCTs, SHAs and the regulators are different and how they interrelate.
6. The Department of Health should set out clear expectations on all health organisations that effective ‘business continuity planning’ is the norm, and work in co-production with the NHS to develop guidance for organisational transition, including effective formal record keeping.
7. The NHS Confederation should consider how it can support PCTs through its network to develop their capacity and capability to respond to their role as local leaders of the NHS following lessons to be learnt from this review.

Clinical leadership

1. PCTs should review their clinical leadership arrangements at board level to ensure that they are effective. Separate responsibility for medical and nursing director input at board level should exist with a remit to ensure clinical quality across the whole healthcare system on behalf of the PCT.
2. PCTs should review the effectiveness of their Professional Executive Committee (PEC) as advisors to the PCT board, and in particular the role of the PEC in quality assurance.
3. PCTs should further support the development of practice based commissioning and should be held to account for doing so through the Commissioning Assurance System within world class commissioning.
4. PCTs should take greater responsibility for awareness of provider staff issues e.g. staffing levels and quality of care, through their risk management and performance management roles in commissioning.
5. All clinicians must speak up for patients when they witness poor quality care. It is our overarching duty.
Involving the public and patients

There were failures in Staffordshire, at the hospital and the PCT, to hear messages from patients about poor quality of care. This was in part a failure of the local health system but my recommendations also challenge the current policy and processes to go further faster.

Evidence

Prior to April 2008, a Patient and Public Involvement (PPI) forum was in place which appears to have fed in generally positive messages to the hospital trust, in contrast to the experiences described by members of the group ‘Cure the NHS’ who have expressed concerns going back to the same period that the PPI was active. In April 2008 following new legislation, the PPI was abolished, and was replaced by Local Involvement Networks (LINks) which have a wider remit, covering social care as well as health. LINks have great potential for being the independent local body that the public requires but are still formative in their infrastructure in South Staffordshire.

I did speak to the trust’s Patient Advice and Liaison Service (PALS). They reported better systems for complaints within the hospital were in now place, which were linked with the PCT and included analysis of trends using National Patient Safety Agency (NPSA) categories and formal review panels. The PCT has stated that regular reporting of complaints to them has been in place since April 2008, and that they are actively reviewing their policy on handling complaints.

The PCT had opportunities to pick up patient feedback through national patient surveys and could have offered more challenge to the trust in relation to its complaints processes. Since the start of the Healthcare Commission investigation, the PCT has made improvements in its patient and public engagement. As well as improving its review of complaints since April 2008, it has also put in place systems for GPs to raise issues about patient care in the acute trust, including reporting forms and a helpline, although only a small number of concerns have been raised through this route.

There are many ways that acute trusts, PCTs and SHAs can listen to and act on feedback from their local patients and populations. Hard data sources include surveys, complaints processes reports and recommendations from Local Involvement Networks (LINks), the Healthcare Commission/Care Quality Commission annual health check, and incident review, but trusts also need to be able to look at ‘soft’ intelligence to see if there are concerns that are being missed or are taking too long to be identified. In the case of Mid Staffordshire hospital, the trust, PCTs past and present and SHAs past and present do not appear to have taken notice of signs that were present in the survey data and in complaints that indicated poor patient care.

They also failed to take a proactive approach to gathering ‘soft’ data which could have helped them to hear the concerns of patients far earlier and louder. Some concerns are still being expressed, mainly about care on the wards.

Obtaining ‘real time’ patient experience information can show that even when an organisation is performing well overall, more detailed feedback about patients’ experience can sometimes show that some wards, departments or services are performing less well.
Good practice exists, for example,

*Luton and Dunstable NHS hospital foundation trust invites patients with complaints to present to their board.*

*Tower Hamlets PCT has a service alert process where GP practices submit concerns about individual patient care to the acute trust, and this is monitored by the PCT and practice based commissioning groups.*

**Conclusion**

I feel very strongly that a lack of good patient engagement is the key to why Mid Staffordshire hospital trust continued to provide poor care for a protracted period of time. Every part of the health system, not only A&E services could have done more to hear patients’ concerns and to make changes in the system – clinicians, managers at the hospital trust, PCT, SHA and regulators - all need to take responsibility for this. Patient empowerment is a theme throughout my review, and I hope my recommendations in relation to patient empowerment are taken to heart by the NHS. It appears to me that the services were designed around clinical and organisational needs rather than patients. This needs to change. Patients must be more involved in the design, delivery and quality assurance of their services.

Real patient and public power, information and choice are strong drivers for improving the NHS and making it a dynamic, responsive service rather than a service that gives patients the message that they should accept what they are given. Patients should be seen as equal partners in their own care described as ‘the meeting of two experts’ when a patient meets their clinician.

There is a role for the use of hard data and soft intelligence, and for all parts of the health system to embed patient and public engagement in the design and delivery of services.

**Recommendations**

1. **Providers** should put in place methods to capture and make use of patient feedback, including ‘real time’ data to pick up issues early. They should make this data available to their commissioners.
2. Through world class commissioning, particularly competency three of the Commissioning Assurance System, PCTs should be held to account for their responsibility for engaging patients and the public in design, delivery and quality assurance of health and care services, and for ensuring that the providers that they commission do likewise.
3. All health professionals who have contact with patients and the public must report concerns quickly. PCTs and providers should have systems in place for healthcare professionals to report concerns easily and quickly and should be held to account for the setting up of such systems.
4. Patients and the public should be provided with, and made more aware of, methods to support their engagement, particularly where they have concerns.
5. Monitor should consider how to support a strengthened role for governors of Foundation Trusts to work more closely with their PCT.
6. The Department of Health should review whether the new complaints procedure has improved the complaints process with particular consideration of its independence to act if local systems are not sufficient.
Commissioning for outcomes supported by excellent use of appropriate data and information

There were failures by the hospital trust, PCTs and SHAs to focus on quality of patient care with claims of distractions such as finance, achievement of foundation trust status and reconfigurations. World class commissioning and High Quality Care for All promote a renewed emphasis on commissioning for outcomes and delivery of quality services and offer an appropriate platform for improvement.

Commissioning for outcomes, rather than a sole reliance on process and national targets, requires improved use of data and information. And delivery of quality also seeks out improved use of data to judge that quality.

Evidence

A central theme of the failures at Mid Staffordshire hospital trust appears to be an over reliance on process measures, targets and striving for foundation trust status at the expense of an overarching focus on providing quality services for patients. Targets and process measures have their place, but they must be considered as one of a set of tools.

Prior to 2006, the quality agenda of the hospital was addressed at board level in the PCTs only to a limited degree as data on access and waiting times were given higher importance. Although both of these are important, they are not the only measures of quality. The SHA and PCT state that they first detected problems in patient care from the 2007 Hospital Standardised Mortality Rate (HSMR) data.

When concerns about high HSMRs at Mid-Staffordshire (and other Trusts) were raised, the SHA responded by meeting with all of the Trusts with high HSMRs and reviewing their approaches to clinical audit. The SHA then asked Birmingham University to look at the extent to which the hospitals identified as having high HSMRs provided poor quality of care. This review did not identify significant problems with the quality of care at Mid-Staffordshire.

HSMR data has featured prominently in the Mid Staffordshire investigation and prompted much ill informed speculation and comment as to suppose excess deaths at the hospital. HSMR data is not accurate enough of a measure to be used as an absolute indicator of quality and safety, but like all indicators it is one measure and can indicate a problem. I would argue that in Mid Staffordshire, there was evidence available to indicate a problem prior to this data. However the right data, and from insufficient sources was not collated and reviewed. There was a reliance on the data that Mid Staffordshire hospital trust reported nationally and insufficient scrutiny given to local sources. To measure quality well, we need to have access to a range of indicators, however action should be taken to investigate when any data source indicates that there might be a concern.

The focus of the PCT was not on commissioning for outcomes, but rather a reliance on pre-determined process. For example, the financial pressures in 2006 clouded the judgements of the PCT and the hospital trust. Staffing cuts were made with insufficient consideration of the impact on quality and safety of care. Finance was the overriding driving factor in the decision making process without seemingly an appreciation that better quality of care is also often the most cost effective care.
In addition, there was not the expertise, particularly in the PCT to interpret data that was available. Where concerns might have been noted in data, a judgement was taken that the coding was poor and therefore the value of the data was seen as limited.

Many improvements have now been made. World class commissioning focuses on commissioning for outcomes and places process measures only as one of a number of inputs. The Commissioning Assurance System holds PCTs to account for commissioning for outcomes. South Staffordshire PCT have been through the first year of this system and received an average rating, as compared to other PCTs nationally, in their commissioning competencies.

The PCT has worked with the hospital trust to develop a set of quality indicators and the PCT board and the PEC receive a regular report of quality measures from the hospital trust. The PCT has also employed a full time analyst to sample and review data, strengthening the expertise within the organisation.

**Conclusion**

There are a number of conclusions to be drawn around commissioning and data. The first is that commissioning must concentrate on the bigger picture and the end goal of securing quality and safe services for patients. Commissioners and providers must not become distracted by interim process measures and targets, despite the usefulness of these tools as checks and markers along the way. Quality must sit at the heart of services, both in commissioning and in delivery.

And quality and safety must be measured. No one data source is sufficient to provide the answer, and triangulation is key. National data sources are relevant and helpful, but there must not be over reliance on these sources as local intelligence should supplement these to provide a broader range of information.

Expertise in data analysis is a vital skill for all organisations, and PCTs should seek to increase their capability in this area to ensure that they are able to make best use of, and best judgements, using the growing number of information sources available. Data should be reviewed, sampled, and concerns arising should be investigated. Benchmarking and comparison across populations and with other data sources will increase the value of the story that the data can convey. As set out in my earlier section on patient and public involvement, the value of patient views and patient data should not be underestimated, and should be incorporated as central elements of these datasets.

Good practice exists, for example:

*Oldham PCT’s Advancing Quality Programme measures three quality indicators – clinical outcomes, patient reported outcomes and patient experience. It triangulates these sources and offers financial incentives for the top hospitals achieving against these indicators.*

*NW SHA are taking a whole system approach to developing more locally owned and delivery standards focusing on quality. These will be defined by front line staff, drawing on the NW’s Advancing Quality programme, and will be reviewed every six months and progress against them publicly reported.*
Recommendations

1. All organisations, and particularly PCTs as local leaders of the NHS and as commissioners should ensure that they are focusing on the broader picture of improving health outcomes rather than solely on interim process measures and be held to account for improving outcomes through the Commissioning Assurance System within world class commissioning.

2. All organisations, and particularly PCTs should ensure that they are not relying on national data alone, but should seek to supplement this with local and more granular data which can then be triangulated to give a more accurate representation of quality. Data from patients and the public must be a part of this data set.

3. Any evidence however early, ‘soft’ and informal that reveals consistent patient and public concern, must be investigated by the PCT.

4. PCTs should ensure that they increase their capability and capacity to review, interpret and use data, and they should be held to account for these competencies.

5. All organisations, and particularly PCTs should make use of benchmarking data to make comparisons to others. Regional Quality Observatories can effectively support these comparisons.

6. All patient safety and quality of patient care data collected by providers for presentation to their board should be made available in the public domain suitably anonymised, unless there are very special reasons for this not to occur. The PCT working with the SHA, or for Foundation Trusts, their regulator Monitor, should be privy to the reasons why anonymised performance information is not in the public domain. This will ensure that provider services are more transparent and accountable to patients and the public and that all organisations, and particularly commissioners, can triangulate as many sources of information as possible and will enable them to act intelligently where one data source, however flawed, might indicate a concern to be investigated.
Ensuring governance and clarity of accountability of all the different organisations in the system

A number of organisations have been the subject of investigation and review in the Mid Staffordshire case, including the hospital trust, the PCTs, SHAs and regulators. There are lessons to be learnt by all, but there are also lessons for the wider system. A key lesson has been about clarity of role and responsibility so as to ensure that each organisation understands where it fits and what accountability it has. This was not clear in Mid Staffordshire and there were cases of issues falling between organisations. There were also issues of poor handover when organisations were reconfigured and a lack of formal documentation of decisions has compounded the problem. This likely contributed to the ongoing failures in patient care.

Evidence

There was over reliance by the PCTs and the SHAs on Monitor and the Healthcare Commission to ensure quality of care at Mid Staffordshire hospital trust. As discussed in the previous section on data, triangulation of data sources gives the most accurate picture, the PCTs and SHAs relied on too few sources. They assumed that regulation of quality would be fulfilled by the Healthcare Commission and Monitor and took on a lesser role than was appropriate or required of them. The regulators should also have taken a stronger role in sharing their concerns more explicitly with the PCT when they came to light. The new Care Quality Commission is now considering putting in place ‘risk summits’ which would bring together the provider, PCT and SHA and Monitor together to openly discuss concerns and risks should they emerge.

There was also lack of clarity over the respective roles of the SHA, PCT and Monitor once Mid Staffordshire hospital trust achieved foundation trust status. The SHA and PCT, in particular, were unsure of their ongoing management relationship with the Foundation Trust, in relation to the independent regulation role taken on by Monitor. Monitor have received criticism for approving Mid Staffordshire’s foundation trust status when the trust was to be investigated by the Healthcare Commission, and have since reviewed their process for approval. Monitor in turn emphasise that prior to the foundation trust application process, both the SHA and PCT had an opportunity to comment on a hospital’s suitability.

The role of the PCT as commissioner, performance manager and guardian of high quality care for their local populations remains unchanged when hospitals become foundation trusts. There are for instance several reports of foundation trusts making themselves somewhat inaccessible to their commissioners. This is unacceptable, as foundation trusts are part of the NHS and must always act accordingly as true partners in an accountable service.

Promoting world class commissioning, the accountability of the PCT as local leader of the NHS has been further strengthened. Where commissioners have concerns or are not assured about the quality of care, they have the responsibility to intervene. There are a number of levers they can use, starting with dialogue with the providers, through use of contracts, and escalating to notification of the regulators.
The role of the SHA does change once a hospital trust receives foundation status. Their responsibility changes from oversight of both the PCT and the hospital trust, to responsibility for ensuring that the PCT is discharging its duty in relation to the foundation trust. The SHA must ensure that the PCT is undertaking its commissioning and performance management roles in relation to its providers and it uses the Commissioning Assurance System to hold PCTs to account.

The other key influence in the failure to act on poor quality of care was lack of continuity and handover between organisations when reconfigurations and staff changes took place. In the reconfigurations of both the PCTs and the SHAs in 2006, both the old and new organisations took insufficient steps to transfer knowledge either verbally, or more significantly through formal documentation. The latter has become particularly obvious in undertaking this review as few formal documents have been readily available. In the case of the SHA, it appears that the only information that was adequately handed over were the financial records, as required by law. West Midlands SHA management team have acknowledged these inadequacies and that a ‘legacy’ document detailing quality and risk, past and present investigations, performance and financial positions should have been made available.

Since January 2003, every local authority with social services responsibilities have had the power to scrutinise local health services. Local Authority Overview and Scrutiny Committees (OSCs) take on the role of scrutiny of the NHS including major changes in services and ongoing operation and planning of current services. They bring democratic accountability to healthcare decisions and make the NHS more publicly accountable and responsive to their local communities.

The Staffordshire OSC formed local OSCs for each district council area. None of the OSCs concerned (Staffordshire, Cannock Chase and Stafford) reported receiving any significant complaints about Mid Staffordshire hospital trust although there were some concerns about the cleanliness of the hospital and about hospital acquired infections. The former improved and the hospital had a clear approach to tackle the latter. Only when the Healthcare Commission began its investigations did local councillors in Stafford begin to vocalise significant but disturbing concerns about care quality.

We need to make more use of councillor feedback in future, as like GPs, they are the ‘eyes and ears’ of their communities.

Conclusion

Looking back to 2002 through my review, I was hampered by a lack of organisational memory. While health systems need to adapt and change, both the old and the new management structures did not do enough to hand over knowledge and information.

There was also an obvious lack of clarity over the respective roles and responsibilities of each of the organisations with an over reliance that another organisation was responsible for identifying, and acting on concerns, which when they did not, allowed failure to continue.
World class commissioning places a clear responsibility on PCTs as commissioners to act as local leaders of the NHS, and gives a greater clarity to their central role and responsibility in ensuring quality and safety of patient care. PCTs are ultimately responsible for commissioning safe services and improving the health of their patients and local populations. This clarity was needed and provides the basis for acting on the recommendations in my report. It must be backed up by good working relationships between all organisations, and PCTs must take responsibility for discharging their leadership role through partnership, especially with clinicians, providers and their patients and populations.

Recommendations

1. PCTs as local leaders of the NHS must assume ultimate responsibility for commissioning safe services and improving the health of their patients and populations.
2. All hospital providers including foundation trusts must allow PCTs ready access to review their services.
3. SHAs are the regional headquarters of the NHS, and in that role must ensure that the whole healthcare system discharges its responsibilities, with a particular emphasis on the performance management of PCTs to ensure that they are taking forward their leadership role. The Commissioning Assurance System for world class commissioning provides a framework for taking this forward.
4. PCTs and SHAs must be more proactive in informing Monitor of any concerns prior to foundation trust application and not assume that the regulators will take responsibility for ensuring quality of care. The regulators must share data and early concerns to allow PCTs and SHAs to take action.
5. The Department of Health should describe how the roles of PCTs, SHAs and the regulators are different and how they interrelate.
6. The Department of Health should set out clear expectations on all health organisations that effective ‘business continuity planning’ is the norm, and work in co-production with the NHS to develop guidance for organisational transition, including effective formal record keeping.
7. The NHS Confederation should consider how it can support PCTs through its network to develop their capacity and capability to respond to their role as local leaders of the NHS following lessons to be learnt from this review.
Clinical leadership

Effective clinical leadership at all levels of the NHS from where patients are treated and cared for right up to the board of an organisation, is an essential pre-requisite of a safe, high quality and effective service. In Mid Staffordshire hospital trust, this was lacking. It could also have been more effective in the PCTs and SHAs.

Evidence

Clinical governance within the trust was poor and clinicians did not raise concerns about the poor quality of care for patients. In particular, nursing care was found to be wanting. Most of the patient complaints about the hospital care were focused on poor nursing quality and attitudes, and also related to inadequate staffing levels. Resourcing staffing levels is a management responsibility, but where inadequate numbers are impacting on the quality of patient care, clinicians have a duty to raise their concerns. Staffing levels at Mid Staffordshire hospital trust were noted in the CHI clinical review in 2002 and also in staff surveys from 2006.

The responsibility for ensuring a suitably staffed service rests primarily with the provider of the service, but the commissioner has a responsibility to be aware of workforce issues both through risk management and through performance management roles. The PCTs did not gain the assurance that the staffing models were sufficient to uphold quality standards for patient care.

The SHA, in their oversight role across the health economy, could also have been more aware.

Clinical leadership within the PCT was present, but there is still room for improvement. Whilst clinicians are represented on the PCT board, the current arrangement at South Staffordshire PCT is that of a combined post of medical director and Professional Executive Committee (PEC) Chair. This may dilute the clinical input.

Before 2006, PECs were seemingly not an effective force in the Staffordshire PCTs and their role was unclear. In addition, although practice based commissioning was in place, it was limited in its scope. This was partly due to its relatively new introduction nationally, but highlights the limited methods of powerful clinical leadership and engagement methods at the time. Since 2006, local practice based commissioning arrangements have been strengthened. However, these did not translate into escalation of concerns about the care at Mid Staffordshire hospital trust.
Conclusion

As a clinician myself, I feel very passionately that clinicians must play a crucial role in protecting patients’ interests and leading on quality in the NHS, both in direct care of patients and at every management level through to senior board level roles. Many clinicians continue to practice at the same time as they take on senior roles, giving them a unique insight into both care and management of health services. PCTs and SHAs need to ensure that the clinical voices they are hearing are strong and are connecting to patients. I also want to stress the importance and uniqueness of the Practice Based Commissioning role in making patient voices heard, systematising the GPs role as the ‘eyes and ears’ of their communities and in improving effectiveness and quality of care both in primary care and in hospital and community based services.

Good practice exists, for example:

* NHS Barnsley PCT has a director of nursing and medical director for each of primary and secondary care. The PCT has a clinical governance committee and provider governance committee with significant substructure and resource. The PEC sets the standards to ensure safe patient care on behalf of the PCT.

* Stockport NHS Foundation Trust employs a consultant epidemiologist who takes a role in upholding clinical quality and safety at the trust. Using networks across acute and primary care trusts, they lead on work reviewing clinical outcome indicators and investigate mortality alerts.

Recommendations

1. PCTs should review their clinical leadership arrangements at board level to ensure that they are effective. Separate responsibility for medical and nursing director input at board level should exist with a remit to ensure clinical quality across the whole healthcare system on behalf of the PCT.
2. PCTs should review the effectiveness of their Professional Executive Committee (PEC) as advisors to the PCT board, and in particular the role of the PEC in quality assurance.
3. PCTs should further support the development of practice based commissioning and should be held to account for doing so through the Commissioning Assurance System within world class commissioning.
4. PCTs should take greater responsibility for awareness of provider staff issues e.g. staffing levels and quality of care, through their risk management and performance management roles in commissioning.
5. All clinicians must speak up for patients when they witness poor quality care. It is our overarching duty.

January 2002  Commission for Health Improvement (CHI) publishes clinical governance report on Mid Staffordshire Hospital.

July 2002  Trust awarded 2 star rating by CHI.

July 2003  Trust awarded 3 star rating by CHI.

July 2004  Trust awarded 0 star rating by Healthcare Commission.

July 2005  Trust awarded a 1 star rating by Healthcare Commission.

June 2005  Chief Executive David O’Neill leaves Mid Staffordshire hospital Trust. Martin Yeates appointed Chief Executive and starts in September.

July 2006  West Midlands SHA is formed, following a reconfiguration of the SHAs Shropshire and Staffordshire, Birmingham & The Black Country and West Midlands South.

October 2006  South Staffordshire PCT is formed, following reconfiguration of Burntwood, Lichfield & Tamworth, Cannock Chase, East Staffordshire and South Western Staffordshire PCTs.

October 2006  Mid Staffordshire hospital trust assessed as Fair-Fair in 2005/06 Annual Health Check.

March 2007  Healthcare Commission national staff survey for 2006 is published, showing 27% of staff say they are happy with the care at the Mid Staffordshire hospital Trust.

April 2007  Dr Foster’s Good Hospital Guide classifies Mid Staffordshire hospital trust as having high mortality rates.

Summer 2007  Healthcare Commission reviewed core standards at Mid Staffordshire hospital trust

October 2007  Mid Staffordshire hospital trust assessed as Good-Fair in 2006/07 Annual Health Check.

February 2008  Mid Staffordshire hospital trust formally awarded foundation trust status by Monitor.

March 2008  Healthcare Commission launches a formal investigation into mortality rates at Mid Staffordshire NHS Foundation Trust.

September 2008  Healthcare commission press release notes that the Foundation Trust has responded positively to concerns that the Commission had raised about the safety of patients in Stafford Hospital's accident and emergency department (A&E). The trust has improved medical staffing levels and increased the numbers of nurses in A&E.

Autumn 2008  Mid Staffordshire NHS Foundation Trust introduces new model of care in A&E, new triage system, more training for staff.
October 2008  Healthcare Commission provisionally rate the Trust Good-Good in their 2007/2008 Annual Health Check. The quality rating was later regraded to “weak”.

October 2008  Healthcare Commission investigation phase completed.

November 2008  Dr Foster’s 2008 Hospital Guide classifies Trust as having significantly higher than expected mortality rates.

3 March 2009  Chair and Chief Executive stand down. An interim Chair (David Stone, Chair of Sheffield Teaching Hospitals NHS FT) takes up post with immediate effect.

5 March 2009  Interim Chief Executive (Eric Morton Chief Executive of Chesterfield Royal Hospitals NHS Foundation Trust) is appointed.

17 March 2009  Healthcare Commission publish the report of their investigation.

24 March 09  Healthcare Commission regrade Annual Health Check assessment of quality to weak.
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Annex C – Examples of best practice

Involving public and patients

*Luton and Dunstable NHS hospital foundation trust invites patients with complaints to present to their board.*

*Tower Hamlets PCT has a service alert process where GP practices submit concerns about individual patient care to the acute trust, and this is monitored by the PCT and practice based commissioning groups.*

*NHS Sheffield has in place monthly ‘patient stories’ sessions where patients are invited to share their experiences of care directly with the PCT.*

*NHS Cumbria employ community engagement staff who meet regularly with LINk, Patient Voice group, Neighbourhood fora and other local groups to understand people’s experience and perceptions of local health services.*

Commissioning for outcomes supported by excellent use of appropriate data and information

*Oldham PCT’s Advancing Quality Programme measures three quality indicators – clinical outcomes, patient reported outcomes and patient experience. It triangulates these sources and offers financial incentives for the top hospitals achieving against these indicators.*

*NW SHA are taking a whole system approach to developing more locally owned and delivery standards focusing on quality. These will be defined by front line staff, drawing on the NW’s Advancing Quality programme, and will be reviewed every six months and progress against them publicly reported.*

*NHS Sheffield has a clinical assurance tool, which reviews risk and quality standards. They also have patient and staff surveys at ward level, which they triangulate, with staffing levels and bed occupancy.*

*Wirral Hospital NHS trust employs a consultant grade doctor as head of the clinical practice research unit accountable to the medical director and reporting to the clinical effectiveness committee.*

*Central Manchester NHS Foundation Trust uses the Intelligent Board Scorecard which is a dashboard of indicators which are continually updated and include measures of patient experience, clinical effectiveness and quality.*

*National Patient Safety Agency uses Never Events which were mentioned in High Quality Care for All.*

http://www.npsa.nhs.uk/nrls/improvingpatientsafety/neverevents/the-policy/

*They also use the National Reporting and Learning System which captures patient safety incident reports from all NHS organisations across England and Wales. It was set up in 2003 and now holds over three million incident reports.*
And, they have a Patient Safety First Campaign jointly with National Institute for Innovation and Improvement and the Health Foundation incorporating the innovative ‘global trigger tool’.

**Clinical leadership**

NHS Barnsley PCT has a director of nursing and medical director for each of primary and secondary care. The PCT has a clinical governance committee and provider governance committee with significant substructure and resource. The PEC sets the standards to ensure safe patient care on behalf of the PCT.

Stockport NHS Foundation Trust employs a consultant epidemiologist who takes a role in upholding clinical quality and safety at the trust. Using networks across acute and primary care trusts, they lead on work reviewing clinical outcome indicators and investigate mortality alerts.
## Annex D – Acronyms

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Acronym</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PPE</td>
<td>Patient and Public Experience</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FT</td>
<td>Foundation Trust</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CQC</td>
<td>Care Quality Commission</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CLG</td>
<td>Department for Communities and Local Government</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NHSI</td>
<td>National Health Service Institute</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PBC</td>
<td>Practice Based Commissioning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LMC</td>
<td>Local Medical Council</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PALS</td>
<td>Patient Advice and Liaison Services</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CHI</td>
<td>Commission for Health Improvement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PEC</td>
<td>Professional Executive Committee</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HSMR</td>
<td>Hospitalised Standardised Mortality Rates</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A&amp;E</td>
<td>Accident and Emergency</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HCC</td>
<td>Health Care Commission</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PPI</td>
<td>Patient and Public Involvement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LINks</td>
<td>Local Involvement Networks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PCT</td>
<td>Primary Care Trust</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SHA</td>
<td>Strategic Health Authority</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WCC</td>
<td>World Class Commissioning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OSC</td>
<td>Overview and Scrutiny Committees</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NPSA</td>
<td>National Patient Safety Agency</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CE</td>
<td>Chief Executive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SoS</td>
<td>Secretary of State</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>